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Clarissa @GeekyOT
A few things you can do to prepare for tonight's #OTalk:  read the chat intro
https://t.co/quQ8hLueO0  reflect on the chat questions  download & try the
@ForwardHealth_ app https://t.co/Ryp9ELoAxl  RT/share #DigitalHealthWeek
#digitalhealth #axethefax #healthtech https://t.co/ClZ0YKQJBR

Mark @MarkMarkOT
Tonight! tweet tweet.

Margaret Spencer @margaretOT360
Hope @PaulaOtter1 will be checking in. Her research is amazing #OTalk

Sarah Mercer @pd2ot
RT @GeekyOT: A few things you can do to prepare for tonight's #OTalk:  read
the chat intro https://t.co/quQ8hLueO0  reflect on the ch…

Professor Wendy Bryant @DrWMB
RT @GeekyOT: A few things you can do to prepare for tonight's #OTalk:  read
the chat intro https://t.co/quQ8hLueO0  reflect on the ch…

Sophie Maynard @SophieMaynard8
I will be dipping in and out of this one as much as my tiredness allows! #OTalk

ForensicDetail @ForensicDetail
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk 12 November 2019 - How can occupational therapists use
digital technology and apps to enhance practice? #DigitalHealthWe…

#OTalk Transcript
Healthcare social media transcript of the #OTalk  hashtag.

Tue, November 12th 2019, 6�00PM – Thu, November 14th 2019, 8�00PM (Europe/London).

See #OTalk Influencers/Analytics.
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CAHPR CumbriaLancs @CumbriaLancsAHP
RT @OTalk_: Looking forward to this evening's chat with @GeekyOT hosting. 8pm
(UK) #OTalk https://t.co/ydZXnEOMTN

ILC Devon @ILCDevon
Question 1: We use Orlo https://t.co/mj12EXDE8o to help us pre-schedule tweets
and facebook posts for the week on social media, to raise awareness of gadgets
and equipment available for professionals to use. That is pretty helpful! #OTalk

Clarissa @GeekyOT
One hour to go until tonight s̓ #OTalk. Just putting dinner on. Who s̓ joining us
tonight? https://t.co/TYsfxQ6EdE

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @GeekyOT: One hour to go until tonight s̓ #OTalk. Just putting dinner on.
Who s̓ joining us tonight? https://t.co/3MhZVRHSDo https://t.co/…

Nicole @NikmurphOT
RT @GeekyOT: One hour to go until tonight s̓ #OTalk. Just putting dinner on.
Who s̓ joining us tonight? https://t.co/3MhZVRHSDo https://t.co/…

ILC Devon @ILCDevon
Question 1: We quite often recommend the Jointly app https://t.co/GsGYMevwXn
for #carers as it helps them to coordinate care! #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk at 8pm (UK) With @GeekyOT https://t.co/P3zBaFmj6Y

OT Sophie @OTSophie
@OTalk_ Very much looking forward to this tonight!! May have reduced tweeting as
having a friend over #OTalk

ILC Devon @ILCDevon
Question 1: This: https://t.co/sV6QXZUJR5 site by @ndht is useful to see if there
are any useful rehab based apps for clients! #OTalk
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Nancy.ClarkPhDstudent @NancyCCCU
RT @GeekyOT: @OTalk_ Last-minute #OTalk topic change - please RT so we can
get the word out before the chat @ForwardHealth_ @AxeTheFax @d…

#OTalk @OTalk_
@ILCDevon @ndht Feel free to tweet in at any time, the official chat hour is from
8pm. We don't add the transcript for st least 24hrs after the chat. #OTalk

Clarissa @GeekyOT
15 minutes left before tonight's #OTalk! Have you read our chat intro yet?
https://t.co/UZPGXHhOqj If this is your first tweet chat (yay!), take a minute to read
this guide: https://t.co/tucWaEMjLy

ILC Devon @ILCDevon
Question 2: It s̓ difficult when your organisation s̓ IT department have prevented
download of useful and supportive apps onto the devices we use daily to support
clients #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @GeekyOT: 15 minutes left before tonight's #OTalk! Have you read our chat
intro yet? https://t.co/UZPGXHhOqj If this is your first tw…

Rachel Booth  @OT_rach
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk at 8pm (UK) With @GeekyOT https://t.co/P3zBaFmj6Y

Rachel Booth  @OT_rach
RT @GeekyOT: One hour to go until tonight s̓ #OTalk. Just putting dinner on.
Who s̓ joining us tonight? https://t.co/3MhZVRHSDo https://t.co/…

Clarissa @GeekyOT
@ILCDevon Would love to hear more about this - will you be able to join us for the
chat in around 10 minutes? #OTalk

Clarissa @GeekyOT
@OTSophie @OTalk_ Yay you can join us!! Your friend is welcome to join too... 
#OTalk
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Clarissa @GeekyOT
@SophieMaynard8 Would love to have you there, but definitely look after yourself
as priority 1. You can always add your thoughts to the chat later, we wait 24 hours
before grabbing a transcript #OTalk

Clarissa @GeekyOT
@margaretOT360 @PaulaOtter1 Ooh yes I hope so too!! Would love to hear more
#OTalk

Clarissa @GeekyOT
@dianecox61 @theRCOT Look forward to hearing your thoughts later! I've just
remembered some work you did around CFS/ME & technology - can you remind us
of details? #OTalk

Clarissa @GeekyOT
5 minutes to go until tonight's #OTalk about #digital #technology #apps &
#occupationaltherapy. Time to make a cuppa & get comfy! Read our chat intro
here: https://t.co/UZPGXHhOqj

#OTalk @OTalk_
Settle in, focus the mind and enjoy. #OTalk

Marie Baistow @Mrsbaistow
RT @OTalk_: Looking forward to this evening's chat with @GeekyOT hosting. 8pm
(UK) #OTalk https://t.co/ydZXnEOMTN

Carolyn is an OT @CeeCeeOT
RT @GeekyOT: 5 minutes to go until tonight's #OTalk about #digital #technology
#apps & #occupationaltherapy. Time to make a cuppa & get com…

Clarissa @GeekyOT
Hi everyone! It's #OTalk time!  Who's out there? Say hello even if you're lurking
Bonus points: what app do you spend the most time using? (No judgment here!)

ILC Devon @ILCDevon
Question 3: Finding #accessible apps for clients with #sensory impairments can be
difficult #OTalk
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Clarissa @GeekyOT
Hands up if this is your first #OTalk? @Helen_OTUK is here on the @OTalk_
account tonight to support you through your first chat - any questions, fire them
her way!

 𝕊𝕙𝕖𝕣𝕝𝕪𝕟  @sherlynmelody
@GeekyOT #Otalk Iʼm here 

OT Sophie @OTSophie
@OTalk_ Still cant do that..at 34  #OTalk

Helen OTUK @Helen_OTUK
@GeekyOT Hi... WhatsApp... chatting to the #OTalk team. 

Deb @debbieduckie
@GeekyOT Hi all deb here. Favourite apps? Candy crush, Twitter, Facebook,
LinkedIn and google maps. #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@GeekyOT hey there! I miss you! #otalk I will say I use the Twitter app most
often... can spend up to a few hours a day... lol!

Toni @Toni02683009
@GeekyOT I have just joined Twitter specifically to join this #OTalk after having a
discussion with @GeekyOT about the new app forward. I am brand new to hash
tagging but hope to just see what happens tonight

OT Sophie @OTSophie
@GeekyOT Already forgot the #OTalk 

Gemma Scott @gscottOTS
@GeekyOT I'm here, defo use Twitter the most #otalk as it's good for me as a
student for #cpd

Clarissa @GeekyOT
@Helen_OTUK haha very true!! Using Aaallllll The GIFs!  #OTalk
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#OTalk @OTalk_
Good evening all... thanks for the intro @GeekyOT. Just tweet me any questions
about joining the chat. #OTalk

 𝕊𝕙𝕖𝕣𝕝𝕪𝕟  @sherlynmelody
@GeekyOT #otalk twitter, instagram, Facebook, weight watchers app.

Clarissa @GeekyOT
@debbieduckie Hi Deb! I have a confession to make... I've never played Candy
Crush!  Feel like I've missed out #OTalk

Clarissa @GeekyOT
@BillWongOT We've all been there  #OTalk

Clarissa @GeekyOT
@Toni02683009 Hi Toni!! Yay amazing to have you here tonight! If you need any
help with Twitter, @Helen_OTUK is on the @OTalk_ account #OTalk

Clarissa @GeekyOT
@OTSophie hahaha... I guess I should introduce the rules of #OTalk then!! 

#OTalk @OTalk_
@Toni02683009 @GeekyOT Welcome to #OTalk Toni. Any questions just shout my
way.

Rachel Booth 💚  @OT_rach
Hi all - joining tonight! #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@GeekyOT well- especially if there are days when there are more than 1 Twitter
chat going on! #twitterathlete #otalk

Clarissa @GeekyOT
A few reminders for #OTalk-ers new and old. If you break the rules, you might end
up on the naughty step 🤣  (along with everyone else... including me...) 1st & 2nd
rules of #OTalk - remember to include the hashtag in every tweet, or else others
won't see your messages https://t.co/zCGHZP87AT

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
@GeekyOT Hi! I probably use Twitter, snapchat and Facebook the most! #OTalk
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Emma Robinson @EmmaRobinsonOT
@GeekyOT Good evening all! �  Looking forward to tonight s̓ chat 🤓  My most
used apps are amazon music, Facebook, Google maps and Evernote #OTalk

Clarissa @GeekyOT
3rd rule of #OTalk: @The_HCPC guidelines apply online as well as off, so
remember professional codes of conduct https://t.co/NqXzDRpmAL

Rachel Booth 💚  @OT_rach
RT @GeekyOT: 3rd rule of #OTalk: @The_HCPC guidelines apply online as well as
off, so remember professional codes of conduct https://t.co/N…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @GeekyOT: A few reminders for #OTalk-ers new and old. If you break the rules,
you might end up on the naughty step 🤣  (along with everyon…

Zoe mcinnes @Zogtown
@GeekyOT @Helen_OTUK @OTalk_ Hi, I'm Zoe, an 3rd year OT student. This is my
first #OTalk I'm about to write an honours paper on mobile and internet tech for
clients with mental health issues, so very interested in this topic!

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @GeekyOT: 3rd rule of #OTalk: @The_HCPC guidelines apply online as well as
off, so remember professional codes of conduct https://t.co/N…

ILC Devon @ILCDevon
Question 3: It is frustrating when you think youʼve found the perfect app but it
turns out there are hidden costs. You need to be careful before download! Have
you been stung? #OTalk

Clarissa @GeekyOT
@Zogtown @Helen_OTUK @OTalk_ Oh wow, that sounds amazing!! Would love to
hear more. How did you decide on that topic? #OTalk

Deb @debbieduckie
@Toni02683009 @GeekyOT #OTalk welcome

#OTalk @OTalk_
@Zogtown @GeekyOT @Helen_OTUK Excellent topic! #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
Hello everyone, really interested in this talk tonight as I feel I should be more app
friendly at work #OTalk

Catherine McNulty @cathymc9781
@GeekyOT #OTalk.... Hello folks.. probably mostly lurking but can't promise...
might find something I absolutely must take part in.... though tech stuff not my
strength but open 2learning
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Clarissa @GeekyOT
Pro Tip: it s̓ probably not possible to follow every tweet & conversation thread in
the chat. So focus on the ones that are most relevant to you - you can catch up
later. There will also be a transcript! #OTalk

Emma Robinson @EmmaRobinsonOT
@GeekyOT @Helen_OTUK Gifs often speak louder than words 😂  Gifs and
memes... 🙄  #OTalk

Rachel Booth 💚  @OT_rach
Twitter, my hive app to control my lights and heating at home - (A great adaptation
this is also connected to Alexa so I can use my voice) definitely Instagram, then
Podcasts, and audible. All apps are use as alternatives to help with occupations I
find difficult. #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@Zogtown @GeekyOT @Helen_OTUK @OTalk_ We just had #wegohealthchat a
couple hours ago. There's also a forum from there. There are advocates from
different disabilities on the forum. I think it's worth checking out. #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @ILCDevon: Question 1: We use Orlo https://t.co/mj12EXDE8o to help us pre-
schedule tweets and facebook posts for the week on social medi…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @ILCDevon: Question 1: We quite often recommend the Jointly app
https://t.co/GsGYMevwXn for #carers as it helps them to coordinate care!…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @ILCDevon: Question 1: This: https://t.co/sV6QXZUJR5 site by @ndht is useful
to see if there are any useful rehab based apps for clients…

Hannah Edwards @HanEdwardsOT
@GeekyOT Lurking #OTalk whilst settling the children. Erm, whatapp, Facebook.
Joined insta but rarely check it...not enough time! Strava and Pinterest also up
there 😊

Mark @MarkMarkOT
#OTalk most used app... Spotify, Google maps, Reddit

Clarissa @GeekyOT
@OT_rach Now I've got the song from the @HiveHomeUK ad stuck in my head.
Thanks Rach 😂  On a serious note tho, love that you've OT-ed yourself with apps
#OTalk
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Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@GeekyOT and of course... conferences too! I think I still have an unofficial record
with the sore thumb award. I tweeted 1800+ times at an RCOT conference one
year. #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @OT_rach: Twitter, my hive app to control my lights and heating at home - (A
great adaptation this is also connected to Alexa so I can…

#OTalk @OTalk_
Top tip from @GeekyOT #OTalk

Rachel Booth 💚  @OT_rach
@GeekyOT @HiveHomeUK Totally- anything to make life easier #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@EmmaRobinsonOT @GeekyOT @Helen_OTUK Gifs have surely revolutionalize
social media! #otalk https://t.co/LiF8nQM9Zo

Kirsteen Veitch @KirsteenOT
Question 1: The LIFE CURVE APP is a really useful app which people can use to
assist with ADLs. The app asks you some questions at the beginning e.g can you
cut your toenails? If the answer is no it gives advice and guidance on what
exercises you can do to help with... #OTalk

Sarah Mercer @pd2ot
Good advice for all tweetchats! #OTalk

Clarissa @GeekyOT
Does anyone use an app for tweetchats? I'm back on the @Twitter website tonight
- sorry for the slow responses! #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@GeekyOT Absolutely! On some faster chats, I actually don't read everything. I
just try to find the next discussion question and/or worthy replies to comment on.
#otalk

Kirsteen Veitch @KirsteenOT
function to enable you to work towards undertaking this task independently
https://t.co/IAIzPc2CjJ #OTalk

Emma Robinson @EmmaRobinsonOT
Top Tip here - I was very overwhelmed for my first couple of chats - it s̓ hard when
it s̓ a topic youʼre really interested in. Catching up and reflecting afterwards is also
fun #OTalk
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Zoe mcinnes @Zogtown
@GeekyOT @Helen_OTUK @OTalk_ It was suggested by my supervisor actually,
due to OT's in our area asking the UNI for advice on this area. I don't have much to
contribute yet I'm sorry, becasue will be starting research this Christmas. Just
thought I'd see what you all have to say :) #OTalk

Rachel Booth 💚  @OT_rach
@Zogtown @GeekyOT @Helen_OTUK @OTalk_ Welcome Zoe - just remember the
hashtag, and will easily follow the chat. #otalk - but if you get stuck just ask for
help!

Clarissa @GeekyOT
Very excited to introduce tonight's #OTalk chat - all about digital technology/apps
& #occupationaltherapy Everyone had a chance to read this week s̓ chat intro?
https://t.co/UZPGXHzphR #DigitalHealthWeek #ThinkDigitalHealth #HealthIT
#AxeTheFax #healthtech #digitalhealth

Deb @debbieduckie
@GeekyOT @Twitter #OTalk what s̓ this magic? I need to research this!

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@KirsteenOT Does the app ask if the patient is an amputee first? After all, that will
not be applicable for these patients. #otalk

deb_OT @dmay_ot
#OTalk increasingly I'm trading fb for twitter. Also use YouTube a lot - espec with
the kids in the car and we use it as a jukebox to choose songs.

Clarissa @GeekyOT
Glad to have you in the chat tonight! Remember to include the #OTalk hashtag so
your tweets show up for everyone

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @KirsteenOT: function to enable you to work towards undertaking this task
independently https://t.co/IAIzPc2CjJ #OTalk

Karen Erskine @monthebuddies
RT @ILCDevon: Question 1: We quite often recommend the Jointly app
https://t.co/GsGYMevwXn for #carers as it helps them to coordinate care!…

Jade @Jade_E_OT
@GeekyOT Sorry Iʼm late! Is there an app to help us leave work on time?.. asking
for a friend... #OTalk

Catherine McNulty @cathymc9781
@GeekyOT Probably none!! #OTalk...
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Sarah Mercer @pd2ot
@GeekyOT Only keeping an eye on things while doing other jobs. But I'll catch up
later as keen to follow this #OTalk. Rightmove (nope, not even househunting) and
Instagram (doggo and rowing pics) for me.

Deb @debbieduckie
@BillWongOT @GeekyOT Mad skillz #OTalk

Clarissa @GeekyOT
Q1) Which apps/digital technology do you already use to support you in your work?
#OTalk

Helen OTUK @Helen_OTUK
@GeekyOT @Twitter Not so much an app. But tweetdeck #OTalk

Kirsteen Veitch @KirsteenOT
@BillWongOT No unfortunately it doesnʼt. They ask a broad range of question this
was only an example of one. You should download it and have a look. You can use
it as a guest ☺  #OTalk

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
RT @GeekyOT: Join us tonight 8-9pm GMT to talk about #digital #technology in
#OccupationalTherapy. Vent your frustrations & share your idea…

Clarissa @GeekyOT
@Jade_E_OT This just made me laugh out loud. I'd also like to know the answer to
this question.... #OTalk

Rachel Booth 💚  @OT_rach
@debbieduckie @GeekyOT @Twitter When Iʼm hosting a #OTalk I used
TweetDeck, to pre-schedule the questions. - very useful

ILC Devon @ILCDevon
Question 3: We also worry about #security of apps / technology such as Hive when
recommending their use to HCP s̓ or clients – they have such great potential
though! #OTalk

Sayyada Master @SayyTheOT
@GeekyOT On placement at a MH ward, we used an Amazon Echo and Alexa to
initiate self care tasks for an individual with schizophrenia to better the relationship
between staff and the patient as the patient always saw staff as “nagging” him
#OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
You may find our reflective logs helpful.... #OTalk https://t.co/hEhcGDc7EZ
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Deb @debbieduckie
@GeekyOT Google maps and WhatsApp, Iʼm interested in using apps more but
worry it s̓ expecting people to use their personal phones for work #OTalk

Susan Windeatt @mooartdotcom
#OTalk @Helen_OTUK I find it basically impossible to follow #OTalk without
desktop tweetdeck! I have no idea how anyone does it on their phone!

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
We are rubbish at using apps at work. There seems to be so much governance
around all things tech thoʼ not sure why that needs to be the case #OTalk

Clarissa @GeekyOT
Genius! 😮  #OTalk

Carolina Cordero 🌈  @colourful_ot
@GeekyOT Hello! 😊  I think Twitter is the app that I use most often, but I probably
spend longer stretches of time using podcast apps #OTalk

Samantha Pywell @smileyfacehalo
@OT_rach @debbieduckie @GeekyOT @Twitter What s̓ tweetdeck? Good evening
everyone #OTalk , fashionably late as usual!!!

Sayyada Master @SayyTheOT
RT @GeekyOT: Genius! 😮  #OTalk https://t.co/xnMEnew34a

Clarissa @GeekyOT
I've recently started working with the secure messaging app @ForwardHealth_. M
Right now I've got the lovely task of connecting with OTs & hearing how they're
using the app. Out of curiosity, anyone here used Forward? Or downloaded it pre-
chat? https://t.co/Ryp9ELoAxl #OTalk

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
@GeekyOT I have previously downloaded a text to speech app called ClarCom to
help me as I have dysarthria due to CP so when I'm fatigued on placement my
speech be hard to understand. #OTalk

Rachel Booth 💚  @OT_rach
Very few to be honest! I have discussed the use of apps with clients to help them
engage in occupations. But donʼt regularly use any apps to help with my daily
work. #otalk

Susan Windeatt @mooartdotcom
#OTalk @GeekyOT Not directly for use with patients but in the community we are
using citymapper to get to patients and whatsapp for team communication. Mostly
forced to use personal data though as apps either don't work or are disabled on
most of the work mobile phones supplied!
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Emma Robinson @EmmaRobinsonOT
Iʼd be lost without @Evernote It makes keeping track of my caseload and actions
easy. I have 2 "notebooks" - one for CPD & one (anonymised) for clients.
Memory/Organisation arenʼt my strengths, but can say this has really helped me
after a 2 month trial #OTalk

Samantha Pywell @smileyfacehalo
@ILCDevon #otalk everyone has digital rights (digital rights are human rights.....
Netflix did The Great Hack I think.... life changing perspective on what info you
share digitally

Jade @Jade_E_OT
RT @GeekyOT: I've recently started working with the secure messaging app
@ForwardHealth_. M Right now I've got the lovely task of connectin…

Toukie Mortimer @ToukieM
Great stuff 👏 😯

Nicole @NikmurphOT
RT @GeekyOT: Very excited to introduce tonight's #OTalk chat - all about digital
technology/apps & #occupationaltherapy Everyone had a ch…

deb_OT @dmay_ot
I tried programming prompts into alexa to help my disorganised son get himself
sorted in the morning. It went down v badly... He refused to enter his room and be
bossed around by a computer. Maybe I should have got consent first... #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@KirsteenOT It's UK only. Not available in USA. #otalk

Helen OTUK @Helen_OTUK
@GeekyOT @Jade_E_OT Butler service? Not an app I am afraid #OTalk
https://t.co/zS3MKiwe6d

💚 �  𝕊𝕙𝕖𝕣𝕝𝕪𝕟 � 💚  @sherlynmelody
@GeekyOT #otalk I use an iPad at work and it has outlook apps that I use from
time to time. I have not used anything else with regards to support at work.

Rachel Booth 💚  @OT_rach
@preston_jenny Absolutely same issue here - still have six iPads in the drawer that
work bought about five years ago, still havenʼt got permission to use them!
Sometimes information governance slows us down far too much. Redtape hinders
innovation. #OTalk

Mark @MarkMarkOT
#OTalk Q1) digital tech I use to support my work: Whatsapp for some team
communication (but not all) & Outlook for scheduling/email.
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Karen Erskine @monthebuddies
@GeekyOT Hi!!! Ummmm does "lemmings" count?? #OTalk

Clarissa @GeekyOT
@ForwardHealth_ @Toni02683009 know you've used it for a short while - have
you had any thoughts on use in practice? (no pressure!) #OTalk

Emma Robinson @EmmaRobinsonOT
@debbieduckie @GeekyOT Yes, this could be an issue. As Iʼm community based
weʼre provided with smart phones, but this isnʼt the case for many. Also the
#stigma around using #mobilephones at work is definitely stull there I think as it s̓
not always clear it s̓ for work purposes #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
Ditto we are in exactly the same position Rachel. #OTalk

Deb @debbieduckie
@preston_jenny There s̓ a question I need to ask about risk averse social media
policy/app use policy I think #OTalk

Hannah Edwards @HanEdwardsOT
@GeekyOT We use an iPad with various gaming apps for patient rehab on neuro
wards and critical care. We have a home visit app in development and are looking
at introducing technology to follow patients up remotely in our outreach team and
memory clinic #OTalk @CL16REE

Samantha Pywell @smileyfacehalo
@SayyTheOT @GeekyOT I can see useful application of these devices, but also a
lack of understanding of the full landscape of the bigger picture of this tech,
particularly around data/ human rights #otalk should there be a signed consent
form from clients to say they are ok with using digital tech ?

Rachel Reece OT @RRenable
Good evening #otalk 👋  Iʼm an early years OT hunting for more ‘errorlessʼ apps for
iPads

deb_OT @dmay_ot
We have almost no useful apps on work phones but all my dissertation/final year
uni notes are on onenote (inaccessible at work) and the team chats on WhatsApp
so we all carry two phones... #otalk

Rachel Booth 💚  @OT_rach
@SayyTheOT @GeekyOT I absolutely love this are use #Alexa at home to remind
me to put the bins out, to take my medication, I put timers for the oven and the
washing machine through Alexa. Would be really interested to understand how the
mental health ward got this working #otalk
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Deb @debbieduckie
@mooartdotcom @Helen_OTUK We donʼt!!! #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@GeekyOT @Twitter I do it the old fashioned way. I just have a tab on my browser
to make sure I tweet the appropriate questions. I know some people will be
shocked by that. #otalk https://t.co/2gcFw2pVcL

Clarissa @GeekyOT
#OTalk

Hannah Edwards @HanEdwardsOT
RT @OT_rach: @preston_jenny Absolutely same issue here - still have six iPads in
the drawer that work bought about five years ago, still…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@smileyfacehalo @OT_rach @debbieduckie @GeekyOT @Twitter haha... you
should enjoy California. Actually we have a culture of being fashionably late. #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@smileyfacehalo @OT_rach @debbieduckie @GeekyOT @Twitter
https://t.co/hOwoJYquR1 #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @HanEdwardsOT: @GeekyOT We use an iPad with various gaming apps for
patient rehab on neuro wards and critical care. We have a home visit…

Rupert Leslie @hoffiOT
@GeekyOT Spotify is the main one for me on #TeamTryweryn PICU. I make sure
I've got my Bluetooth speaker with me. Can always find some music on there that
people enjoy due to the variety. Good for music quizzes, guess the intro,
conversation starters, workout music, relaxation etc #OTalk

Rachel Booth 💚  @OT_rach
@smileyfacehalo @debbieduckie @GeekyOT @Twitter It s̓ a website that helps you
manage engaging in Twitter conversations, you can be on more than one account
at once, and see conversation is better. #otalk - it allows you to schedule tweets to
go out in the future.

Susan Windeatt @mooartdotcom
@dmay_ot Same with us, we all need two phones! #OTalk

Clarissa @GeekyOT
@RRenable Could you explain a bit more about the types of apps that fall into that
category? #OTalk
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Lucy Howell @howell_lucy
Hi, just in, will try and catch up #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
I do say my new favorite trick in academia- I use random number generator to pick
the items for my students' lab practicums. So running joke now amongst my
students is- they are hoping that the random number generator god is nice to
them! #otalk

Hannah Edwards @HanEdwardsOT
@OT_rach @preston_jenny Took us a year to get our patient iPad through
governance and IT systems but well worth it. Have been more freedom with it
recently. Now able to access the internet for patient education and download our
own apps #OTalk

Clarissa @GeekyOT
Interesting that some of us who rely so heavily on apps in our lives don't use them
in our clinical work. So far we've heard about stringent governance, stigma about
smartphone use…. Q2) What barriers limit the use of technology in your setting?
#OTalk

DME Health @DME_Health
RT @GeekyOT: Very excited to introduce tonight's #OTalk chat - all about digital
technology/apps & #occupationaltherapy Everyone had a ch…

Sarah Mercer @pd2ot
@GeekyOT A NEWS2 app to calculate scores when doing physical observations.
#OTalk

Clarissa @GeekyOT
I work in a medium secure forensic unit, & not allowed to bring my smart phone
into clinical areas 😭 @Jade_E_OT #OTalk

Rupert Leslie @hoffiOT
@GeekyOT I also use sky sports football app to check football scores with people
on #TeamTryweryn and we use PlayGames app to play games like snake, cricket
etc and play to best each other's high scores. #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@GeekyOT in my practice setting- it can be any of the following: 1. Understanding
of English language (sometimes some apps are in English only) 2. I just found out
today with the app mentioned... it's only regionally available. 3. Lack of experience
in using technology #otalk

Deborah wilson @debs1_wilson
RT @RRenable: Good evening #otalk 👋  Iʼm an early years OT hunting for more
‘errorlessʼ apps for iPads
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Clarissa @GeekyOT
PS if you need to vent about all things IT - here's your chance! #OTalk

Deb @debbieduckie
@OT_rach @preston_jenny That s̓ criminal! #OTalk

Rachel Booth 💚  @OT_rach
Think Iʼve already answered some of this. Information governance, concerns and
issues, which I totally understand but, feel like your always hitting a brick wall.
Sometimes fear of technology, from others. #otalk

Sayyada Master @SayyTheOT
@GeekyOT I think WiFi has been an issue to get hold of in a secure unit as well
contraband rules that donʼt allow devices such as smartphones inside the ward.
#OTalk

Mark @MarkMarkOT
@RRenable #OTalk errorless? Does this mean 'fool-proof' for want of a better
term?

Zoe mcinnes @Zogtown
@BillWongOT @GeekyOT @Helen_OTUK @OTalk_ Fantastic, thank you
@BillWongOT #OTALK

Clarissa @GeekyOT
@HanEdwardsOT @OT_rach @preston_jenny Wow sounds like it was definitely
worth the effort! Great job for persevering. #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
I think I might actually be a barrier as I donʼt feel familiar and confident enough to
make suggestions/recommendations. Old people and technology according to my
son 😂  #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@GeekyOT 4. No internet connection (some apps require them) 5. Cost of app
(some apps cost a pretty penny) 6. app is not a just right challenge for patients.
#otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @OT_rach: Think Iʼve already answered some of this. Information governance,
concerns and issues, which I totally understand but, fee…

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
That sounds interesting #OTalk
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Deb @debbieduckie
#OTalk Iʼve used Brain in Hand and a smart watch app that detects movement that
could be a seizure and alerts a caregiver with gps. Both today!

Emma Robinson @EmmaRobinsonOT
Collegues: Digital literacy/stigma BUT I'm confident with supported practice and
leading by example this can be reduced in my small team 😉 Service Users: it s̓
really down to personal preference, previous experience/exposure & having the
means when I suggest #APP use #OTalk

Carolyn is an OT @CeeCeeOT
@GeekyOT Use my camera for taking pictures of parts of houses that need
adapting, google maps to find clients' homes, London Bus Times to get there and
listen to some OT podcasts when I can. There's probably more #OTalk

Susan Windeatt @mooartdotcom
@GeekyOT #OTalk Q2) 1 - Access to hardware that works and is usable (i.e. not
too heavy to carry, doesn't run out of power etc) 2 - Time for staff training on how
to use technology & new applications 3 - Limits on what data can be recorded in
clinical notes and shared securely

Rachel Booth 💚  @OT_rach
@GeekyOT @Jade_E_OT About to move it to this area, part of me, worries what Iʼll
do without my phone for 7 1/2 hours a day (that s̓ really bad) #otalk

Sayyada Master @SayyTheOT
@GeekyOT I also think there isnʼt many “OT” focused apps on the market that
target what we need #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @EmmaRobinsonOT: Collegues: Digital literacy/stigma BUT I'm confident with
supported practice and leading by example this can be reduced…

Sarah Mercer @pd2ot
@GeekyOT I always explain to patients that I'm using my phone to calculate
scores/look up stuff in BNF as worried it looks unprofessional. Never received any
negative feedback doing it that way #OTalk

Krysalis Neuro OT @KrysalisNeuroOT
RT @EmmaRobinsonOT: Collegues: Digital literacy/stigma BUT I'm confident with
supported practice and leading by example this can be reduced…

Hannah Edwards @HanEdwardsOT
@GeekyOT @OT_rach @preston_jenny It was a few years ago when IT were just
installing Wi-fi. Definitely worth it, such a useful tool when infection control issues
limit the resources we can take to patient s̓ bed areas.#OTalk
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#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @GeekyOT: Interesting that some of us who rely so heavily on apps in our lives
don't use them in our clinical work. So far we've heard a…

Karen Erskine @monthebuddies
RT @KirsteenOT: function to enable you to work towards undertaking this task
independently https://t.co/IAIzPc2CjJ #OTalk

ILC Devon @ILCDevon
Question 3: We like to encourage clients to use technology to support their
independence, but it is difficult with GPS black spots in Devon! #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @pd2ot: @GeekyOT I always explain to patients that I'm using my phone to
calculate scores/look up stuff in BNF as worried it looks unpro…

Deb @debbieduckie
https://t.co/9vQl5JMsQt #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @SayyTheOT: @GeekyOT I also think there isnʼt many “OT” focused apps on
the market that target what we need #OTalk

Kirsteen Veitch @KirsteenOT
we can signpost to an excellent resource https://t.co/q7AE0tt77d who support
people of any age, living with any disability or impairment to use technology to
achieve their goals #OTalk

Emma Robinson @EmmaRobinsonOT
@Jade_E_OT @GeekyOT Yes! Not helped when youʼre not provided with work
phones, iPads, etc. Having the means is a huge barrier, whether this is
financial/organisational #OTalk

Clarissa @GeekyOT
@CeeCeeOT I was just hearing on Friday about #occupationaltherapists using the
@ForwardHealth_ app to securely take & send photos of patient environments to
team when on home visits 💡  #OTalk

💚 �  𝕊𝕙𝕖𝕣𝕝𝕪𝕟 � 💚  @sherlynmelody
@GeekyOT #otalk if Iʼm honest I could use more technology. For example
adaptation measuring tools, introducing service users to apps that could be useful
to them or their families. The barrier for me is knowing what is out there and not
knowing what other people are using in the field.

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@SayyTheOT @GeekyOT and then for those that are, can they keep up with the
system updates? Sometimes some apps are unusable once we update our
smartphones' operating systems! #otalk
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Michelle Clay @MichelleClay_OT
@GeekyOT Sorry late to that chat and trying to follow as it my first time�    #OTalk

Lucy Howell @howell_lucy
@GeekyOT #OTalk Google maps I've used with clients with agoraphobia and for
developing confidence (and totally rely on it on a personal level). Heath zone, stay
safe, music apps, speech to text app. audio book apps, bnf

Clock_Yourself @clock_yourself
RT @GeekyOT: Interesting that some of us who rely so heavily on apps in our lives
don't use them in our clinical work. So far we've heard a…

Rachel Reece OT @RRenable
@GeekyOT Apps like Fluidity and Electra that have a cause and effect e.g. making
a different sound or visual with touch, however more exploratory and what is
touched does not stop the user s̓ experience... There seems to be a big gap!
#otalk

Rachel Booth 💚  @OT_rach
@GeekyOT @HanEdwardsOT @preston_jenny Sounds great, weʼre at the stage
where we are just about to introduce Wi-Fi in(mental health inpatients). Have had
patient access PC computers for a number of years but always needed to put this
through MDT. (Even though patients have had their own phones for years) #OTalk

Sarah Mercer @pd2ot
@preston_jenny Really straightforward to use and gives an indication of the
seriousness of symptoms #OTalk https://t.co/G6lFrWVEul

Clarissa @GeekyOT
@MichelleClay_OT No worries at all! Just jump in 😀  we're talking about barriers to
using digital techology in work #OTalk

💚 �  𝕊𝕙𝕖𝕣𝕝𝕪𝕟 � 💚  @sherlynmelody
@CeeCeeOT @GeekyOT #otalk yes, I use my camera too, but Iʼm sure there are
more things. But what �   

Sayyada Master @SayyTheOT
@BillWongOT @GeekyOT Personally I wish there was an actual role for OT app
development with an actual OT on the team. Technology is the way forward!
#OTalk

Carolyn is an OT @CeeCeeOT
@GeekyOT I find the laptop feels a bit like a barrier between my clients and I, so I
don't use it for assessments. I like to stick to pen and paper for those. #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @howell_lucy: @GeekyOT #OTalk Google maps I've used with clients with
agoraphobia and for developing confidence (and totally rely on it…
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Kirsteen Veitch @KirsteenOT
This service is free and ran by volunteers 😀  #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
Brilliant @pd2ot thanks for sharing this #OTalk

deb_OT @dmay_ot
Working with children my aim is often to get them *off* apps! #otalk

Susan Windeatt @mooartdotcom
@pd2ot @preston_jenny @pd2ot what app is this? thanks! #OTalk

Rachel Booth 💚  @OT_rach
#OTalk

Clarissa @GeekyOT
@sherlynmelody I love technology but struggle to keep up with this when I'm at
work. Hopefully we will all leave today's chat with a list of new apps to try!
#SharingIsCaring #OTalk

Carolyn is an OT @CeeCeeOT
@GeekyOT @ForwardHealth_ That sounds good! Our iPads/iPhones are encrypted
but this sounds very helpful #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@SayyTheOT @GeekyOT I think this is an emerging frontier for academia OT's.
This can be a continuous project with PhD students. #otalk

Sarah Mercer @pd2ot
@GeekyOT @CeeCeeOT @ForwardHealth_ That would be amazing. My role also
requires photos of wounds, but for IG reasons it has to be done on a digital
camera. Secure messaging would be the dream #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @SayyTheOT: @BillWongOT @GeekyOT Personally I wish there was an actual
role for OT app development with an actual OT on the team. Techno…

Karen Erskine @monthebuddies
RT @KirsteenOT: This service is free and ran by volunteers 😀  #OTalk

Lucy Howell @howell_lucy
@sherlynmelody @CeeCeeOT @GeekyOT #OTalk oh yes, bus times apps and
podcast apps keep me in the loop, and offer some to clients too.
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Emma Robinson @EmmaRobinsonOT
@preston_jenny Depending on the area of need unfamiliarity with #APPs can be an
issue for anyone regardless of age. I have a folder that I download and trial some
suggested (free) apps in before I recommend, which gave me a little more
confidence. #learnbydoing #OTalk

💚 �  𝕊𝕙𝕖𝕣𝕝𝕪𝕟 � 💚  @sherlynmelody
@GeekyOT #otalk another barrier would be, restrictions of app downloads. I am
not allowed to download certain apps on my work iPad, but I could do these things
on my personal iPad/iphone; being mindful of data protection etc.

Clarissa @GeekyOT
I think you're more well-adjusted than me @Jade_E_OT 🤣  I still feel like I'm
missing an arm without my phone and apps! I probably miss my calendar more
than anything during the working day. And access to our Team Whatsapp #OTalk

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
@GeekyOT Well it s̓ not really acceptable to get my phone out but sometimes I
may need to use this to communicate with a client my current placement is
assistive technology so are understanding and actually helped me set up the app.
But I fear other placements may not #OTalk

James Lampert @uk_james
@debbieduckie Just seen it, Iʼm jumping in! #OTalk

James Lampert @uk_james
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk 12 November 2019 - How can occupational therapists use
digital technology and apps to enhance practice? #DigitalHealthWe…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@EmmaRobinsonOT @preston_jenny I always do that with new apps that I might
use for treatments. I need to think in my clients' shoes before using them in
practice. #otalk

Sarah Mercer @pd2ot
@mooartdotcom @preston_jenny It's called 'NEWS2 Chart'. There are others - a
colleague has a different one but I like that this one has it all on one screen. #OTalk

Mark @MarkMarkOT
RT @howell_lucy: @GeekyOT #OTalk Google maps I've used with clients with
agoraphobia and for developing confidence (and totally rely on it…

Carolyn is an OT @CeeCeeOT
@sherlynmelody @GeekyOT I guess we could use "Measure" on iPhones instead
of tape measures, but I've yet to give it a proper go! #OTalk
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Rachel Booth 💚  @OT_rach
Welcome #OTalk

Helen OTUK @Helen_OTUK
@GeekyOT @CeeCeeOT @ForwardHealth_ Yes, I had a look but only for NHS not
.Gov #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@GeorgiaVineOT @GeekyOT I think this is a conversation you need to be open
with your placement educator in future placements ASAP... probably over email or
phone before day 1. #otalk

Clarissa @GeekyOT
@howell_lucy @sherlynmelody @CeeCeeOT Any podcast recommendations while
we're here? #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@EmmaRobinsonOT Great idea @EmmaRobinsonOT I think even I could cope with
that approach #OTalk

Rachel Booth 💚  @OT_rach
🥰  #OTalk

Meg Lowry @MegLowryPT
An interesting #OTTalk thread on use of technology in practice

Clarissa @GeekyOT
Q3)What challenges/frustrations do you have in practice that could be improved if
you had technology that s̓ fit-for-purpose? And ticked all the governance boxes?
#OTalk

💚 �  𝕊𝕙𝕖𝕣𝕝𝕪𝕟 � 💚  @sherlynmelody
@GeekyOT @howell_lucy @CeeCeeOT #otalk Mdtea I think is the one I have
listened to a couple of times

James Lampert @uk_james
@OT_rach Thanks, just back home and dinner after a #DigitalCareKent workshop
today, just my thing #OTalk Right, Iʼm with you all!

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@GeekyOT common one- apps crashing unexpectedly! #otalk

Rachel Booth 💚  @OT_rach
RT @uk_james: @OT_rach Thanks, just back home and dinner after a
#DigitalCareKent workshop today, just my thing #OTalk Right, Iʼm with you…
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Carolyn is an OT @CeeCeeOT
@GeekyOT @howell_lucy @sherlynmelody Today I discovered the @ot_chill
podcast! Others in my library are @MDTea_podcast , the RCOT podcast Glass Half
Full, off the top of my head #OTalk

Lucy Howell @howell_lucy
@GeekyOT @CeeCeeOT @ForwardHealth_ #OTalk so need this, a photo in a
report would add so much (and reduce some of my time)

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
@BillWongOT @GeekyOT I always do now but on my first place there was
definitely a barrier! #OTalk

Michelle Clay @MichelleClay_OT
@GeekyOT #OTalk I think we can get so engrossed in the dominant cultures in the
workplace that using IT to do things can seem a bit 'out there'. I have dyslexia and
use text to speech software which i find really helpful once your colleges get used
to you talking to the screen.

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @GeekyOT: Q3)What challenges/frustrations do you have in practice that
could be improved if you had technology that s̓ fit-for-purpose? A…

James Lampert @uk_james
RT @ILCDevon: Question 1: We quite often recommend the Jointly app
https://t.co/GsGYMevwXn for #carers as it helps them to coordinate care!…

Deb @debbieduckie
@GeekyOT Easy! I receive referrals from a huge area and it s̓ difficult to
communicate with them all, a ‘somethingʼ digital would be wonderful #OTalk

Emma Robinson @EmmaRobinsonOT
@pd2ot @GeekyOT Yes, I often worry about looking unprofessional, but if youʼre
open from the start I think service users appreciate that. I take a lot of photos and
sort straight into their anonymised @evernote with any measurements for
#adaptations #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @MichelleClay_OT: @GeekyOT #OTalk I think we can get so engrossed in the
dominant cultures in the workplace that using IT to do things…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @CeeCeeOT: @GeekyOT @howell_lucy @sherlynmelody Today I discovered
the @ot_chill podcast! Others in my library are @MDTea_podcast , the…
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Ruth Hawley @Ruth_Hawley
@mooartdotcom @Helen_OTUK I think I tried tweetdeck once but since then have
used my phone as I found it confusing. Have applied to host an #OTalk next year
so know I need to further develop my skills. What's helpful about tweetdeck and
do you have any top tips?

Clarissa @GeekyOT
@Helen_OTUK @CeeCeeOT @ForwardHealth_ I know it looks like that at first
glance, but you can sign up with .gov e-mail too 🙂  then attach yourself to an NHS
organisation or local authority. If that doesn't work, get in touch & we can sort it.
@OTSophie did you get on okay? #OTalk

Susan Windeatt @mooartdotcom
@CeeCeeOT @sherlynmelody @GeekyOT I had a go at various apps to take a
picture and measure/draw diagrams for grab rails in bathrooms etc but didn't have
a lot of luck. Also I didn't want to pay so that didn't help the choices. I did use the
magnetic apps to check for pipes etc helping to guide installation #OTalk

💚 �  𝕊𝕙𝕖𝕣𝕝𝕪𝕟 � 💚  @sherlynmelody
@GeekyOT #otalk I would love to have a body cam to record every part of activity
analysis, also to remember every bit of detail for MCA̓s/Best interest. I just need a
robot to do my job 😝

Meg Lowry @MegLowryPT
RT @CeeCeeOT: @GeekyOT @howell_lucy @sherlynmelody Today I discovered
the @ot_chill podcast! Others in my library are @MDTea_podcast , the…

P. F. Anderson @pfanderson
RT @MichelleClay_OT: @GeekyOT #OTalk I think we can get so engrossed in the
dominant cultures in the workplace that using IT to do things…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@CeeCeeOT @GeekyOT @howell_lucy @sherlynmelody @ot_chill
@MDTea_podcast we also have @OTSchoolHouse @OTAfterDark #otalk

James Lampert @uk_james
RT @GeekyOT: Q3)What challenges/frustrations do you have in practice that
could be improved if you had technology that s̓ fit-for-purpose? A…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @mooartdotcom: @CeeCeeOT @sherlynmelody @GeekyOT I had a go at
various apps to take a picture and measure/draw diagrams for grab rails i…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @EmmaRobinsonOT: @pd2ot @GeekyOT Yes, I often worry about looking
unprofessional, but if youʼre open from the start I think service user…
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💚 �  𝕊𝕙𝕖𝕣𝕝𝕪𝕟 � 💚  @sherlynmelody
Thanks @CeeCeeOT Iʼll check this out #otalk

Carolyn is an OT @CeeCeeOT
@BillWongOT @GeekyOT @howell_lucy @sherlynmelody @ot_chill
@MDTea_podcast @OTSchoolHouse @OTAfterDark Ooh I'll check them out!
#OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
RT @GeekyOT: @howell_lucy @sherlynmelody @CeeCeeOT Any podcast
recommendations while we're here? #OTalk

Rachel Reece OT @RRenable
@EmmaRobinsonOT @evernote I downloaded this app for personal use but didnʼt
get round to using it... I wonder how many apps I have on my phone with good
intentions but havenʼt engaged with or found them user friendly/ accessible 🤔
#otalk

Deb @debbieduckie
@GeorgiaVineOT @GeekyOT #OTalk would this be considered a reasonable
adjustment?

Sarah Mercer @pd2ot
@GeekyOT Definitely messaging - I think because we are so reliant on it in
personal lives that it feels like the way I want to communicate to colleagues.
#OTalk

Rachel Booth 💚  @OT_rach
Be good to have OT - self assessments/ outcome measures on APPS that then
linked to clinical Notes, so you didnʼt have to enter them after the session. #otalk

💚 �  𝕊𝕙𝕖𝕣𝕝𝕪𝕟 � 💚  @sherlynmelody
Thanks @BillWongOT Iʼll check this out too #otalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
I would like to see an app that allows patients to feed into goal setting and
download their own data from devices and apps to demonstrate their attainments
#OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @OT_rach: Be good to have OT - self assessments/ outcome measures on
APPS that then linked to clinical Notes, so you didnʼt have to en…

Susan Windeatt @mooartdotcom
@Ruth_Hawley @Helen_OTUK The key thing about running an #OTalk with
tweetdeck is you can pre-schedule your tweet questions in advance so all you
need to do during the talk is follow the chat. ;-)
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Lucy Howell @howell_lucy
@GeekyOT #otalk for me it's finding the right app and client security, for use with
my clients, it's having the technology and confidence in using it.

Emma Robinson @EmmaRobinsonOT
@GeekyOT @howell_lucy @sherlynmelody @CeeCeeOT In addition to the above
brill suggestions @TheOutLoudOT I believe hosts “on the air” which is great ☺ 
#OTalk

Clarissa @GeekyOT
@pd2ot Agreed! It's so frustrating when communication takes so much more time
& effort. I can't remember, have you tried the @ForwardHealth_ app yet? #OTalk

Rachel Booth 💚  @OT_rach
Clinical notes you could access from my phone or, table - rather than having to go
back to an office with A Desktop computer. #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@OT_rach I think some standardized assessments do (or are on the way to).
https://t.co/aQH0rw5eQk #otalk

Clarissa @GeekyOT
@RRenable @EmmaRobinsonOT @evernote You're definitely not alone in this! I
end up deleting them when my phone runs out of storage, without ever having
tried them... #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @OT_rach: Clinical notes you could access from my phone or, table - rather
than having to go back to an office with A Desktop computer.…

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
@debbieduckie @GeekyOT I guess so thinking about it! #OTalk

Clarissa @GeekyOT
Q4) Do you use any apps for your own health/wellbeing/occupational
balance? #OTalk

Brett Lambert @brettlambert4
Weʼve recently been collaborating with this team (in thread below) who have kindly
equipped our independent living area at the university with all of their latest
innovations. All managed through Samsung Smart Things hub/app and amazon
echo dot. All off the shelf tech #OTalk

James Lampert @uk_james
@GeekyOT Was at #DigitalCareKent event today and heard about the
“Help4Carers” app (find it on the App Store), future plans to include helpful advice
about ADL equipment on there #OTalk
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Lyndsay @LyndsayFarmer14
@GeekyOT Not having an integrated health and social care IT systems which often
results in duplication of work and/ or additional time being spent to share
information #OTalk

Marie Baistow @Mrsbaistow
@GeekyOT I work in the care home sector they don't have policies for staff to use
own phones therapeutically and no money or wifi reach to provide a work one - I
promote music playlists for life #OTalk

Kirsteen Veitch @KirsteenOT
RT @OT_rach: Clinical notes you could access from my phone or, table - rather
than having to go back to an office with A Desktop computer.…

Emma Robinson @EmmaRobinsonOT
Some brill suggestions here for podcasts from tonight s̓ #OTalk chat! I try to
incorporate some of these into my commute each week ☺ 🎧 🚙

Clarissa @GeekyOT
@OT_rach That would be sooo lovely! In my last role, I had a work iPad with access
to our electronic patient records. I did care plans & notes while with patient & got
them to check accuracy/collaborate. #OTalk

Rachel Booth 💚  @OT_rach
Are use DragonDictate at work, to dictate emails and clinical entries it s̓ much
faster than typing for me, however there is often issues with it, connecting and
working with the software are use to document clinical entries! Constantly on the
phone to IT to fix bugs #OTalk

Sarah Mercer @pd2ot
@GeekyOT @ForwardHealth_ I will have a look! 😊  #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@GeekyOT @pd2ot @ForwardHealth_ That will be me if I have to use Chinese in a
speech to text app. I hate it when a slight pronunciation mistake will have to make
me do the search all over again. Can't imagine if I don't have the abilities to
recognize Chinese characters... as that will be rubbish for me. #otalk

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
@GeekyOT Communicating #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @GeekyOT: Q4) Do you use any apps for your own
health/wellbeing/occupational balance? #OTalk
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ILC Devon @ILCDevon
Question 4: We donʼt use that many apps personally, but we are starting to
clinically review apps that are recommended to us so we can promote appropriate
ones to those in need. If anyone has any recommendations let us know! #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@GeekyOT nope- but I use a golf GPS app whenever I have to navigate an
unfamiliar golf course! #otalk

Clarissa @GeekyOT
#OTalk

Andrea @AndreaStarOT
Q3 - Digital versions of cognitive assessments to become paperless and lack of
cognitive assessments/exercises that have not been reviewed and updated with
modern technology #yellowpages #OTalk

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
#OTalk use of video conferencing to reduce travel time for rehabilitation for people
with fatigue in rural communities- literature paper was https://t.co/pi1wDLXDr8

Clarissa @GeekyOT
@BillWongOT There really is an app for everything! #OTalk

James Lampert @uk_james
@LyndsayFarmer14 @GeekyOT That s̓ a common issue, once of the themes that
was talked about at #DigitalCareKent workshop today that I went to. Heard though
that procurement for new Kent and Medway Care Record should be awarded
before Christmas, so hope on the horizon in that neck of the world #OTalk

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
@GeekyOT ClaroCom which is a text to speech app I've previously downloaded
#OTalk

Carolyn is an OT @CeeCeeOT
@OT_rach Where I work now, all mobile workers have laptops for hot desking. Is
very handy for writing up assessments/notes when working from home. Our iPads
sadly no longer have remote access though #OTalk

Deb @debbieduckie
@ILCDevon Brain in hand! #OTalk

Lyndsay @LyndsayFarmer14
@GeekyOT Having a portable IPad or tablet that enables me to type up and
complete assessments whilst at an individuals house would be of great benefit to
me working in the community to spend more time with clients and less time in the
office typing up assessments afterwards #OTalk
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Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
Just home so missed most will do best to catch up @OTalk_ #OTalk

Clarissa @GeekyOT
@AndreaStarOT Ohhh yes! I would looove an app to score my Sensory Profile for
me. A bit like the Excel spreadsheet developed by @brockcookOT #OTalk

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
RT @OT_rach: Are use DragonDictate at work, to dictate emails and clinical entries
it s̓ much faster than typing for me, however there is…

Karen Erskine @monthebuddies
@LyndsayFarmer14 @GeekyOT Me too lyndsay, I have 2 email addresses,
electronic notes, paper notes, store access and only one system I can get to
remotely, it can be time consuming to keep up with it all #OTalk

James Lampert @uk_james
@ILCDevon Do have a look at @OrchaHealth who review health apps #OTalk

Rachel Booth 💚  @OT_rach
RT @GeekyOT: @AndreaStarOT Ohhh yes! I would looove an app to score my
Sensory Profile for me. A bit like the Excel spreadsheet developed b…

Clarissa @GeekyOT
And now for the fun bit…. (last question!) Q5) If you could instantly create any app
to improve your work life, what features would it have? #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @LyndsayFarmer14: @GeekyOT Having a portable IPad or tablet that enables
me to type up and complete assessments whilst at an individuals…

Zoe mcinnes @Zogtown
@GeekyOT I use a meditation app called Insight Timer. It tells you how many days
in a row you have meditated, if you use the same course/ guide each time, but
unfortunately if you like to chop and change like me it wont keep track of that
#OTalk

Michelle Clay @MichelleClay_OT
@GeekyOT #otalk i love my meditation sleep app...helps me drift off after a busy
day 😴  A few of my colleagues use various ones...essential for busy OT's 💚

Clarissa @GeekyOT
@LyndsayFarmer14 @BillWongOT Hear hear!! #OTalk
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Emma Robinson @EmmaRobinsonOT
@RRenable @evernote Yes, I think “OTing” yourself helps - I had to look at my
habits and routines, and trialled a few different systems until i found this to
suit...integrating #APPs into daily life is unique and fluid - what works now may not
in future - keep exploring and stay curious #OTalk

Kirsteen Veitch @KirsteenOT
My FitBit to look at my activity levels and sleep, MyFitnessPal for tracking food and
ASOS for meaningful occupation 👗  🥿  💄  #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@GeekyOT Well- I need that kind of app... so that this rubbish golfer can find my
way around to the hole. I am not used to UK style golf yet... lol! #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @EmmaRobinsonOT: @RRenable @evernote Yes, I think “OTing” yourself helps
- I had to look at my habits and routines, and trialled a few d…

Deb @debbieduckie
@GeekyOT Clueʼ to track my menstrual cycle, and candy crush! Running apps,
knitting counter app. Goodness loads! #OTalk

OT Sophie @OTSophie
@GeekyOT @Helen_OTUK @CeeCeeOT @ForwardHealth_ I emailed, then
supposedly should have got an email but havent-I need to check my spam
tomorrow. #OTalk

Lucy Howell @howell_lucy
@GeekyOT #OTalk have a mapping app and can use for navigation without have to
search through paper maps, allows me to be more spontaneous for walks,
allotment app and shopping (hate shops- too overwhelmed, rather be on my
county walks!)

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @GeekyOT: And now for the fun bit…. (last question!) Q5) If you could instantly
create any app to improve your work life, what feature…

Georgia Riga @Spourgitaki
@GeekyOT @OTalk_ I think there are a lot of positives in using technology with
clients, either for therapy or communication, provided we accept challenges (e.g.
negative feedback/comments on a Twitter handle) and learn how to manage those
appropriately #OTalk

Rachel Booth 💚  @OT_rach
Definitely voice activated so I could speak things rather than type things! Easy to
access, easy to use. That linked and worked with all systems are used. Something
that synced my diary plan with what I actually physically put in clinical entries.
#OTalk
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James Lampert @uk_james
RT @GeekyOT: And now for the fun bit…. (last question!) Q5) If you could instantly
create any app to improve your work life, what feature…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@EmmaRobinsonOT @RRenable @evernote yup! I think we need to be good at
that! We will feel ashamed if we can't do that! #otalk

Mark @MarkMarkOT
@MichelleClay_OT @GeekyOT #Otalk what meditation app are you using Michelle?

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@howell_lucy @GeekyOT I use mapping apps all the time whenever I am on the
road traveling. I am hopeless if you give me a paper map! #otalk

James Lampert @uk_james
@GeekyOT A5: an automatic diary scheduling / meeting organising app #OTalk My
productivity would rocket 🚀

Clarissa @GeekyOT
@OTSophie @Helen_OTUK @CeeCeeOT @ForwardHealth_ The black hole of e-
mails and odd socks! If you can't find it tomorrow I'm sure @rhydian_harris will sort
it for you 💪  #OTalk

Deb @debbieduckie
@GeekyOT Something like Pinterest for CPD, actually, probably Pinterest would
work there #OTalk

Carolyn is an OT @CeeCeeOT
@GeekyOT I used to use Calm when I had trouble sleeping. When I run, I listen to
the Nike Run App for inspiration or speed training. My favourite apps by far though
are probably my Kindle and audiobook apps! #OTalk

Andrea @AndreaStarOT
Q5 - An app that can document my therapy sessions as I do them so I don't have
to type them up and can spend more time working with patients! #OTalk

James Lampert @uk_james
@debbieduckie @GeekyOT I have an unmaintained OT Pinterest board 🙄  #OTalk

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
RT @mooartdotcom: @CeeCeeOT @sherlynmelody @GeekyOT I had a go at
various apps to take a picture and measure/draw diagrams for grab rails i…
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Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@GeekyOT I will do a golf app... not only with GPS features to find out where you
are, but also interactive on having coaching videos in case rubbish golfers like me
need to know how to hit certain shots. I need a tutorial on how to hit out of knee
high deep grass, for example. #otalk https://t.co/y7dOMqUto9

Carolyn is an OT @CeeCeeOT
@uk_james @debbieduckie @GeekyOT Ditto! LOL #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @AndreaStarOT: Q5 - An app that can document my therapy sessions as I do
them so I don't have to type them up and can spend more time wo…

Susan Windeatt @mooartdotcom
#OTalk 1 - Would be amazing if there was an app to record my assessments
unobtrusively in the patient's home rather than getting a laptop out or writing it up
afterward (save time and aid assessment) ...

Carolyn is an OT @CeeCeeOT
Are there any OT YouTube channels? I know there's some uni ones on there #OTalk

Lucy Howell @howell_lucy
@GeekyOT #OTalk one that I could have my assessment templates on and 'speech
to text' in the boxes on the go/in the car, ready for upload, while fresh in mind,
before something else happens

Mark @MarkMarkOT
@GeekyOT #OTalk auto-prioritisation app! 😆 😆 😆

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@AndreaStarOT and also report typing too! Those are bane to our existence in
some settings! #otalk

Andrew Bates @AndrewBatesOT
@GeekyOT I recently found @BeeVisual s̓ #ChoiceWorks app useful, which helps
you create a visual timetable. Have recommended to both parents & schools to
support kids transition throughout the day. Gone are the days of using my admin
time to print & laminate ‘Now/Nextʼ boards #OTalk https://t.co/TdJOTIyLNC

Karen Erskine @monthebuddies
@GeekyOT @OTalk_ An automatic calendar/prioritiser/appointment maker and
Google maps that works out in the countryside!! Also anything that would reduce
the need for care input at home #OTalk #ifonly
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Susan Windeatt @mooartdotcom
#OTalk ... 2 - App to demo manual handling & equipment to patients & carers (I
sometimes use youtube atm but there's not always the most useful videos
available on there)

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @howell_lucy: @GeekyOT #OTalk one that I could have my assessment
templates on and 'speech to text' in the boxes on the go/in the car,…

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
RT @GeekyOT: @CeeCeeOT I was just hearing on Friday about
#occupationaltherapists using the @ForwardHealth_ app to securely take & send
pho…

Emma Robinson @EmmaRobinsonOT
@Jade_E_OT @OT_rach @GeekyOT I think self-regulating is interesting...despite
using my phone for other #APPs at work it takes real discipline not to waste time
on #socialmedia during the day, but keep abreast of “important happenings” I try
allow a quick scroll at lunch 10mins tops 🙈  #moderation #OTalk

Clarissa @GeekyOT
Totally echo what everyone is saying about admin time. Please can we live in a
world where we spend less time writing up notes? 🙏  #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@GeekyOT another app will be- this time is more OT practical. "Yelp reviews" for
OT and MDT conferences that OT's might like to attend! #otalk

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
RT @GeekyOT: Interesting that some of us who rely so heavily on apps in our lives
don't use them in our clinical work. So far we've heard a…

Rachel Booth 💚  @OT_rach
RT @GeekyOT: Totally echo what everyone is saying about admin time. Please can
we live in a world where we spend less time writing up notes…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @EmmaRobinsonOT: @Jade_E_OT @OT_rach @GeekyOT I think self-regulating
is interesting...despite using my phone for other #APPs at work it…

Clarissa @GeekyOT
Wow! That's gone super fast! We're coming up to the last few minutes of our chat.
What will you take away from tonight's #OTalk?

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @AndrewBatesOT: @GeekyOT I recently found @BeeVisual s̓ #ChoiceWorks
app useful, which helps you create a visual timetable. Have recommen…
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Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
RT @OT_rach: Clinical notes you could access from my phone or, table - rather
than having to go back to an office with A Desktop computer.…

Lucy Howell @howell_lucy
@mooartdotcom Yes! Need this in my life, especially today #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk 5 min warning to end of chat....

Rachel Booth 💚  @OT_rach
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk 5 min warning to end of chat....

Deb @debbieduckie
@DrHiralKhatri @TheOTShow Come and join us #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
I need to get up to speed with apps #OTalk. That s̓ my CPD sorted for the next wee
while👍

James Lampert @uk_james
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk 5 min warning to end of chat....

Rachel Booth 💚  @OT_rach
@GeekyOT That I need to get back on pushing work to look at innovative ways of
working using digital technology - it s̓ been on the back burner for a while. #otalk

Carolyn is an OT @CeeCeeOT
@GeekyOT That tech definitely has a place in OT practice, though this may be
restricted in settings like prisons and wards and less so in the community #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@GeekyOT For OT practitioners in practice, we need to somewhat keep up in the
knowledge department, not only for ourselves, but also our future placement
students. For app developers, we need to make sure our apps are usable as
operating systems are updating. #otalk

James Lampert @uk_james
@GeekyOT When youʼve had an interactive day like I have already about using
tech for good> https://t.co/2cRcoTko01 #OTalk yeah s always there as the gift that
keeps on giving. Enjoy Robocat
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Clarissa @GeekyOT
Also if you have any questions about the @ForwardHealth_, please feel free to DM
me on here or message me within the app. It's great for securely & instantly
sending confidential info/photos, finding colleagues, managing work tasks
https://t.co/Ryp9EL6Z8L #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Thank you to @GeekyOT for hosting this evening #OTalk, great topic! Thank you
everyone for your thoughts and sharing. We don't update with transcript for at
least 24 hours so do carry on chatting.

Lyndsay @LyndsayFarmer14
@GeekyOT I would love an app that could filter through the vast amount of emails I
receive on a daily basis to keep my inbox tidy and well organised. The same for my
phone voicemail facility - Basically just want a virtual PA #OTalk

Deb @debbieduckie
@GeekyOT Quite, however I do find note writing quite reflective. Apart from the
‘called, left a messageʼ notes. #OTalk

Jade @Jade_E_OT
@GeekyOT We NEED one of these in the office!!! #OTalk 😻

Carolyn is an OT @CeeCeeOT
@GeekyOT Tonight's #OTalk has confirmed my techie/geeky status for me lol

Gemma Scott @gscottOTS
@MichelleClay_OT @MarkMarkOT @GeekyOT Thanks, this sounds good! I have
just downloaded as placement is super busy and i need something to help me
sleep at the end of a busy day #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@GeekyOT Starting to think we might need a ‘systematic reviewʼ approach to
discovering what apps are out there. We could grade them accordingly and make
recommendations and publish like a research paper 🤔  #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @LyndsayFarmer14: @GeekyOT I would love an app that could filter through
the vast amount of emails I receive on a daily basis to keep my…

Lucy Howell @howell_lucy
@GeekyOT #OTalk reminded me to download a mileage app, I may keep better
track and save time and get some 💰 👛  back

Rachel Booth 💚  @OT_rach
@MichelleClay_OT @EmmaRobinsonOT @Jade_E_OT @GeekyOT Thank you this is
sparked an idea regarding the well-being framework! #otalk
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Mark @MarkMarkOT
#OTalk Thanks for hosting @GeekyOT

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@LyndsayFarmer14 @GeekyOT I need one too... for my ever growing Twitter
account! #otalk

Michelle Clay @MichelleClay_OT
RT @LyndsayFarmer14: @GeekyOT I would love an app that could filter through
the vast amount of emails I receive on a daily basis to keep my…

Clarissa @GeekyOT
Can't believe that's the (official) end of #OTalk 😭  But feel free to keep chatting -
you can keep replying for the next 24 hours, before I grab & post the transcript.
Thank you @Helen_OTUK for your fabulous support, & to everyone who made
tonight's chat great!

James Lampert @uk_james
Just a shameless plug for OTs that like thinking about tech in their practice...
@debbieduckieand I are running workshops both days at the @TheOTShow later
this month, come say hello and join the fun if youʼre coming ⤵  + on the stand
#OTalk https://t.co/76MGzxn2ou

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk 19th Nov 2019 Sex work and Occupational Therapy.
https://t.co/vszp2Ck3ML

Carolyn is an OT @CeeCeeOT
@GeekyOT @Helen_OTUK Thank you! #OTalk

James Lampert @uk_james
@Jade_E_OT @GeekyOT Everyone needs one of those in the office. And then
youʼll probably get one for home too #OTalk

Lucy Howell @howell_lucy
@CeeCeeOT @GeekyOT #OTalk yes, I do feel I need to pipe down at work as
others avoid them, need to reload my work phone with some good apps!

Helen OTUK @Helen_OTUK
@preston_jenny @GeekyOT Have a look at @OrchaHealth #OTalk

Clarissa @GeekyOT
Oh and if anyone can make @Jade_E_OT's app suggestion for leaving work on time
a reality, I would be VERY grateful 🙏 😂 🙈  #OTalk
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Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
Thank you both for stimulating my imagination tonight #OTalk

James Lampert @uk_james
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk 19th Nov 2019 Sex work and Occupational Therapy.
https://t.co/vszp2Ck3ML

Clarissa @GeekyOT
@uk_james @TheOTShow Plug away James! Looks fab 😍  #OTalk

Jade @Jade_E_OT
@GeekyOT @Helen_OTUK Thanks @GeekyOT for the interesting topic. And please
do send me a reminder email to finish registering to @ForwardHealth_ (you know
what Iʼm like) but after hearing all about it I can really see it being beneficial to me
and my colleagues. #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
Already happening ... thank you @Helen_OTUK #OTalk

Emma Robinson @EmmaRobinsonOT
@MichelleClay_OT @Jade_E_OT @OT_rach @GeekyOT Iʼve herd of these actually -
what s̓ yours called please Michelle? Iʼm a real advocate of #technology &
#socialmedia use but believe in moderation. I think I need to appreciate that it s̓ not
always easy to self-regulate and ironically an #app could be the solution! #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Great chat thanks all, @Helen_OTUK signing off the #OTalk account now. Do keep
chatting. Don't forget your reflective log https://t.co/hEhcGDc7EZ

Clarissa @GeekyOT
@preston_jenny Oh oh oh! LOVE it! #OTalk research chat collaborationn anyone??

Jade @Jade_E_OT
RT @GeekyOT: Oh and if anyone can make @Jade_E_OT's app suggestion for
leaving work on time a reality, I would be VERY grateful 🙏 😂 🙈  #OTalk

Clarissa @GeekyOT
@debbieduckie @OTalk_ I'll add the link to the bottom of this blog post:
https://t.co/UZPGXHzphR #OTalk

Clarissa @GeekyOT
#OTalk
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Rachel Booth 💚  @OT_rach
Amazing chat tonight- thanks so much @GeekyOT and @OTalk_-Got lots of ideas
really looking forward to thinking about them further. Off to bed now I am at a
@theRCOT Workshop tomorrow looking at #CareerFramework there will also be a
#OTalk on this in January #WatchThisSpace

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
RT @GeekyOT: @preston_jenny Oh oh oh! LOVE it! #OTalk research chat
collaborationn anyone??

Clarissa @GeekyOT
#OTalk

Georgia Riga @Spourgitaki
@GeekyOT @OTalk_ One that would transcript my therapy session into
documentation/notes. In fact .. working on such one as we speak .. 🤓  #OTalk

Rachel Booth 💚  @OT_rach
Love this #OTalk

James Lampert @uk_james
@GeekyOT @TheOTShow Thanks - weʼve “on stand” 15 minute discussions too
about outcomes and tech running at 10, 12 and 2pm both days hosted by
@debbieduckie . Just like #otalk but in the actual real life presence of like minded
OTs. Called “What s̓ in my bag?”, itʼll be enlightening! @TheOTShow
https://t.co/rXzMuSKW8o

Alex Hunter @alexhunter_ot
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk 12 November 2019 - How can occupational therapists use
digital technology and apps to enhance practice? #DigitalHealthWe…

Emma Robinson @EmmaRobinsonOT
@OT_rach @MichelleClay_OT @Jade_E_OT @GeekyOT I love a 💡  moment! Is this
a particular framework? One of the areas Iʼd have liked to research more was
wellbeing around social media use #OTalk https://t.co/uSYAq88FVr

Clarissa @GeekyOT
@Spourgitaki @OTalk_ Are you actually?! Please can you do an #OTalk on it when
it's nearing completion?

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@uk_james @Jade_E_OT @GeekyOT OMG it looks so real ... my cat phobia is
kicking in big time. Maybe I could use it for desensitisation #OTalk
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Rachel OT 🌻  @_rachelOT
1 week until our #OTalk on #sexwork & #OccupationalTherapy - co-hosted by the
rather brilliant @RebeccaTwinley - We hope to encourage your thoughts around
sex as work & access to #healthcare & #socialcare - #sexworkers welcome (we
want to hear your views!) 19th Nov 8-9pm UK time

Rachel Booth 💚  @OT_rach
@EmmaRobinsonOT @MichelleClay_OT @Jade_E_OT @GeekyOT It s̓ a little project
Iʼm working on, we have a hashtag #theOccupationofwellbeing - just at the very
beginnings of some ideas. But would like to develop a well-being framework for OT
staff. With occupation at its heart. And perhaps an app is a good way to go?
#OTalk

Clarissa @GeekyOT
@preston_jenny @uk_james @Jade_E_OT I'm pretty sure they're using VR for
desensitisation now too... so many options... #OTalk

Georgia Riga @Spourgitaki
@GeekyOT @OTalk_ No, it's a joke for the fun bit of the discussion! But such an
app would help my life a lot, so any developer out there reading this .. get on touch
please #OTalk

Clarissa @GeekyOT
#OTalk

James Lampert @uk_james
@preston_jenny @Jade_E_OT @GeekyOT Ha maybe. Dogs are available too. And if
youʼve cash to splash have a look for Paro the Seal - nobody has baby seal phobia
(is the theory) https://t.co/AkuAkfTC0T #OTalk

Clarissa @GeekyOT
@Spourgitaki @OTalk_ Hahaha... do you hear that?! It's the sound of my dreams
shattering!! 🙈  Yes please all the devs out there, we NEED your help! #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
RT @_rachelOT: 1 week until our #OTalk on #sexwork & #OccupationalTherapy -
co-hosted by the rather brilliant @RebeccaTwinley - We hope to…

Emma Robinson @EmmaRobinsonOT
Really enjoyed tonights chat 🤓  lots of ideas, #Apps and #Podcasts to consider!
Such a sharing and supportive community too ☺  Thank you for hosting @GeekyOT
#OTalk #OccupationalTherapy

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
Fantastic ideas, I must go and explore further. Thank you @uk_james #OTalk
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Clarissa @GeekyOT
Right everyone, I'm gonna have to peel myself away from the screen. Thanks for a
fascinating chat! #OTalk

Georgia Riga @Spourgitaki
@GeekyOT @OTalk_ Hahaha! I am sorry! Didn't mean to bring you down to reality
so abruptly! But let's not stop dreaming: AI will make this possible one day! 🤖
#OTalk

Marie Baistow @Mrsbaistow
@GeekyOT Will I ever learn 👍 👀 #OTalk? I think I have the hashtag malarkey now
👀

Karen Erskine @monthebuddies
RT @brettlambert4: Weʼve recently been collaborating with this team (in thread
below) who have kindly equipped our independent living area…

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
😂 😂 typical #OccupationalTherapists we have solutions for everything #OTalk not
that my cat phobia gets in the way of everyday life #nothalf

Clarissa @GeekyOT
#OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
That is my Christmas present sorted, it is adorable @debbieduckie @uk_james
#OTalk

AHPScot @Ahpscot
RT @KirsteenOT: Question 1: The LIFE CURVE APP is a really useful app which
people can use to assist with ADLs. The app asks you some quest…

AHPScot @Ahpscot
RT @KirsteenOT: function to enable you to work towards undertaking this task
independently https://t.co/IAIzPc2CjJ #OTalk

Rachel Reece OT @RRenable
@GeekyOT Iʼve transitioned from typed notes back to handwritten notes and it has
dramatically increased the amount of time I spend on notes! Simple tech, big
difference for my poor hands 😱  #otalk #neverendingdocumentation

Andrew Bates @AndrewBatesOT
RT @_rachelOT: 1 week until our #OTalk on #sexwork & #OccupationalTherapy -
co-hosted by the rather brilliant @RebeccaTwinley - We hope to…

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@debbieduckie @GeekyOT #Innovation in action #OTalk. Remember you heard it
here first 😂
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Toukie Mortimer @ToukieM
Interesting thread #OTalk 💚

Adam DePrimo @adamdePrimo
RT @_rachelOT: 1 week until our #OTalk on #sexwork & #OccupationalTherapy -
co-hosted by the rather brilliant @RebeccaTwinley - We hope to…

James Lampert @uk_james
RT @_rachelOT: 1 week until our #OTalk on #sexwork & #OccupationalTherapy -
co-hosted by the rather brilliant @RebeccaTwinley - We hope to…

Adam DePrimo @adamdePrimo
#Sex is just another three letter word for #ADL #OTalk

James Lampert @uk_james
RT @GeekyOT: Can't believe that's the (official) end of #OTalk 😭  But feel free to
keep chatting - you can keep replying for the next 24 hou…

Carolyn is an OT @CeeCeeOT
@alexhunter_ot @GeekyOT @howell_lucy @sherlynmelody @theOThub
@MDTea_podcast Nice one, thanks! #OTalk

MDTea Podcast @MDTea_podcast
RT @CeeCeeOT: @GeekyOT @howell_lucy @sherlynmelody Today I discovered
the @ot_chill podcast! Others in my library are @MDTea_podcast , the…

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@debbieduckie @GeekyOT Always happy to collaborate 😂  #OTalk

James Lampert @uk_james
@pd2ot @mooartdotcom @preston_jenny I was talking with a colleague in
ambulance service about NEWS2 recently, all community first responders are
trained to use it (via app) so spot risk of sepsis and react accordingly #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@uk_james @pd2ot @mooartdotcom That s̓ a really interesting approach, thanks
for sharing #OTalk

Ruth Hawley @Ruth_Hawley
@mooartdotcom @Helen_OTUK Thanks. Will look it up. Is scheduling tweets easy
to work out? #OTalk prep

Sarah Mercer @pd2ot
@uk_james @mooartdotcom @preston_jenny Absolutely. The app makes it so
speedy that if I ring GP/111/999 I can quickly feedback "NEWS2 of 8, triggering on
'x, y, z'" to help the decisions. #OTalk
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James Lampert @uk_james
@Zogtown @GeekyOT @Helen_OTUK @OTalk_ How was the first #OTalk for you?
Useful? Have a look at @brain_in_hand - theyʼve loads of examples supporting
people to manage day to day when anxiety impacts

Tanya Hillier @leedsyellow
@atiyah_rachel @SJHamblin27 @AcramanLouise @Karenfuller01

Gemma Scott @gscottOTS
RT @KirsteenOT: Question 1: The LIFE CURVE APP is a really useful app which
people can use to assist with ADLs. The app asks you some quest…

fhft_OccupationalTharapy @FHFT_OT
RT @STH_AHPs: ⚠ Last minute change to #OTalk its now on digital and apps in
practice @Cliffordju16 @HanEdwardsOT @read_sheffield @CL16REE h…

CalmGuiders - Expressions @CalmGuiders
RT @MichelleClay_OT: @GeekyOT #otalk i love my meditation sleep app...helps me
drift off after a busy day 😴  A few of my colleagues use vari…

Michele Walker @BeeVisual
RT @AndrewBatesOT: @GeekyOT I recently found @BeeVisual s̓ #ChoiceWorks
app useful, which helps you create a visual timetable. Have recommen…

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
Thank you this looks really helpful too #OTalk

Student Platform OT @SPOTeurope
This will be a great opportunity to hear more #otalk

Toukie Mortimer @ToukieM
RT @uk_james: Just a shameless plug for OTs that like thinking about tech in their
practice... @debbieduckieand I are running workshops bot…

Student Platform OT @SPOTeurope
Lookout anyone who is going to the OT Show! #otalk

James Lampert @uk_james
RT @SPOTeurope: Lookout anyone who is going to the OT Show! #otalk
https://t.co/UNu9kP2n0Q

Emma Playfair @EmPlayfair
The Dream!! #OTalk
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Student Platform OT @SPOTeurope
We think this is a great idea! So many times patients with Dementia beleive that
toy animals a their pets - this would be amazing for their role as a pet owner!
#otalk

OxfordBrookesOT @OBU_OT
RT @_rachelOT: 1 week until our #OTalk on #sexwork & #OccupationalTherapy -
co-hosted by the rather brilliant @RebeccaTwinley - We hope to…

James Lampert @uk_james
@SPOTeurope Weʼve 15 minute CPD workshops on the stand too each day at 10,12
and 2pm. Certificates for those that drop by and take part talking about care
technology and outcomes #TECS #otalk @TheOTShow https://t.co/l3GFAMWAr8

Caroline @Carolin55760793
RT @EmmaRobinsonOT: Collegues: Digital literacy/stigma BUT I'm confident with
supported practice and leading by example this can be reduced…

Nancy.ClarkPhDstudent @NancyCCCU
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk 12 November 2019 - How can occupational therapists use
digital technology and apps to enhance practice? #DigitalHealthWe…

Susan Windeatt @mooartdotcom
@Ruth_Hawley @Helen_OTUK Yep, very easy! And you can see them as scheduled
on tweetdeck. Instructions on google here: https://t.co/5N9crylmr6 #OTalk

Lucy Howell @howell_lucy
@CeeCeeOT @alexhunter_ot @GeekyOT @sherlynmelody @theOThub
@MDTea_podcast I'm an @OTAfterDark podcast kind of girl, did the polyvagal
podcast for a while, Occupied @brockcookOT and @MDTea_podcast Was sent
one podcast by @HCusdin the other day but can't remember the name #OTalk

Laura OT @CommunityLD_OT
@GeekyOT Headspace is a great mindfulness app #OTalk

Richard Webb @RichardWebbNY
RT @uk_james: Just a shameless plug for OTs that like thinking about tech in their
practice... @debbieduckieand I are running workshops bot…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk 19th Nov 2019 Sex work and Occupational Therapy.
https://t.co/vszp2Ck3ML

Cath Turner @CathTurner7
RT @brettlambert4: Weʼve recently been collaborating with this team (in thread
below) who have kindly equipped our independent living area…
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OT Sophie @OTSophie
@KirsteenOT Wow this sounds awesome, going to be looking at this asap! #OTalk

OT Sophie @OTSophie
@LyndsayFarmer14 @GeekyOT The age old issue going back 20 years! Cant
believe we STILL cant overcome the barriers to make this happen!Imagine the
improved person journey/time saved! #OTalk

OT Sophie @OTSophie
@GeekyOT Not sure if it ticks governance but being able to electronically
communicate directly with our reablement workers would be great.Current system
has flaws (&I cant use it on a phone!) #OTalk

OT Sophie @OTSophie
@OT_rach Yes!!so the person/patient could input their view directly!! There are
private healthcare systems that do this #OTalk

OT Sophie @OTSophie
@debbieduckie @uk_james @TheOTShow This sounds so interesting but I wont be
at @TheOTShow :(.Any chance this will be shared electronically?Would love to
pick your brains about getting in to the tech field! #OTalk

OT Sophie @OTSophie
@GeekyOT @OTalk_ My friend already thinks I'm an OT Geek..imagine trying to
explain #OTalk to an outsider... 😜

Rebecca Twinley @RebeccaTwinley
RT @_rachelOT: 1 week until our #OTalk on #sexwork & #OccupationalTherapy -
co-hosted by the rather brilliant @RebeccaTwinley - We hope to…

OT Sophie @OTSophie
@GeekyOT @sherlynmelody Yep!! Definitely need an "app resources" folder like
the other resources we would keep. Any excuse to justify a work smart phone 😉
#OTalk

OT Sophie @OTSophie
@GeekyOT @CeeCeeOT @ForwardHealth_ Yessss!! Cannot wait to check my work
email (never heard myself say that before!) tomorrow for my log in #OTalk

Sue Wheatley @sueWheatleyOT
RT @_rachelOT: 1 week until our #OTalk on #sexwork & #OccupationalTherapy -
co-hosted by the rather brilliant @RebeccaTwinley - We hope to…

🌟 Kerry Pace⭐  @DiverseLearners
@pd2ot @GeekyOT I was tutoring a nursing student who has #Dyslexia and
missed this tweet chat #OTalk and it's on one of my fav topics. Also done work on
use of devices in Healthcare settings and have lots of info. May take an age to
catch up on all the tweets.
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Clarissa @GeekyOT
@DiverseLearners @pd2ot Take your time - we usually leave it 24hrs to grab a
transcript but can leave it later if you need more time to contribute 🙂  #OTalk

OT Akweley Gyasi @mirajay11
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk 19th Nov 2019 Sex work and Occupational Therapy.
https://t.co/vszp2Ck3ML

Craig @dyspraxicot
RT @_rachelOT: 1 week until our #OTalk on #sexwork & #OccupationalTherapy -
co-hosted by the rather brilliant @RebeccaTwinley - We hope to…

Charlotte Owen @CharlotteOwen90
@BBCNews @AllieHBNews Where are the occupational therapists in this? ...simple
solutions to complex questions #OTalk #OccupationalTherapy

💚 �  𝕊𝕙𝕖𝕣𝕝𝕪𝕟 � 💚  @sherlynmelody
RT @EmmaRobinsonOT: @GeekyOT @howell_lucy @sherlynmelody @CeeCeeOT
In addition to the above brill suggestions @TheOutLoudOT I believe hosts…

💚 �  𝕊𝕙𝕖𝕣𝕝𝕪𝕟 � 💚  @sherlynmelody
RT @GeekyOT: @pd2ot Agreed! It's so frustrating when communication takes so
much more time & effort. I can't remember, have you tried the @…

💚 �  𝕊𝕙𝕖𝕣𝕝𝕪𝕟 � 💚  @sherlynmelody
@OT_rach #otalk we have iPads with integrated keyboard. I never have to go back
to write up notes. I often sit on the side of the road writing my notes, inbetween
visits. As it s̓ an iPad I can charge it in the car too! Love it, they call it
#smartworking

💚 �  𝕊𝕙𝕖𝕣𝕝𝕪𝕟 � 💚  @sherlynmelody
@RRenable @EmmaRobinsonOT @evernote #otalk yep!! #c25k that s̓ a regular
download and delete �   

💚 �  𝕊𝕙𝕖𝕣𝕝𝕪𝕟 � 💚  @sherlynmelody
@GeekyOT #otalk currently using a #bibleapp and #weightwatchers app which
has a whole load of things within, mindfulness, activity and food tracker, blogs,
recipes. I have used #c25k #myfitnesspal #mapmywalk #games

💚 �  𝕊𝕙𝕖𝕣𝕝𝕪𝕟 � 💚  @sherlynmelody
@LyndsayFarmer14 @GeekyOT #otalk oh yes!! This is an absolute nightmare. So
annoying the two are not linked in some way 🙄

💚 �  𝕊𝕙𝕖𝕣𝕝𝕪𝕟 � 💚  @sherlynmelody
@KirsteenOT #otalk � �
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Kevin Green @kevin0850
RT @sherlynmelody: @GeekyOT #otalk currently using a #bibleapp and
#weightwatchers app which has a whole load of things within, mindfulness…

Vera Kaelin @KaelinVera
@preston_jenny I like your thought! @CPERLteam is working on something that
might be connected to what you are describing. The e-tool is under development.
Its goal is to support collaborative care planning and allows caregivers to feed into
goal setting and download their data/care plan.#OTalk https://t.co/5OtdewnDNs

Paula Spencer @paulaspencer
@OT_rach Microsoft have speech to text applications within settings that had
really improved over the years and is available as standard to everyone. Worth a
look. #OTalk @hminto

Lauren Dalgleish @cocktailfloozy
RT @LyndsayFarmer14: @GeekyOT Having a portable IPad or tablet that enables
me to type up and complete assessments whilst at an individuals…

Allison Sullivan @_allisulli
RT @AndrewBatesOT: @GeekyOT I recently found @BeeVisual s̓ #ChoiceWorks
app useful, which helps you create a visual timetable. Have recommen…

Barbara Smith @Barbara66956189
@GeekyOT #OTalk I encourage headspace to be used.I also use Google maps for
home visits

Paula Spencer @paulaspencer
@GeekyOT Use communication apps such as clarocom and proloquo4text. So
important that OTs are aware of communication apps #OTalk @ClaroSoftware
@AssistiveWare

Peter Dunn Photo - Booking Holiday Shoots now @peterdunn
The latest The Sex work Daily! https://t.co/pwFQQ8JGvL Thanks to
@conradwood242 @GlobalHealthBMJ @KellyHFranklin #otalk #hackinghustling

RosieOT @RTH00170813
@SayyTheOT @GeekyOT We also use the Alexa to increase independence, choice
and control for clients with learning disabilities in much the same way #OTalk

RosieOT @RTH00170813
@SayyTheOT @GeekyOT Currently involved in a project which funds assistive
technology into people's own homes to increase safety, independence and control
and overall "reduce care costs". Alexa works well and apps which text to speak for
those who the Alexa does not understand #OTalk
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deb_OT @dmay_ot
@HicksRhian @AdeleBright20 @GeorginaCooke22 @Alijayne50 any of you used
this? I'm quite avoidant to making kids more reliant on screens but it could be
useful in some places. Maybe even on an interactive whiteboard in class?

Stephen spratling @Spratverso500
RT @ILCDevon: Question 4: We donʼt use that many apps personally, but we are
starting to clinically review apps that are recommended to us…

Alex Palombi @AlexPalombia
That s̓ a really good question ensuring that all tools used in our approaches and
frameworks are relevant to that service user and personalised! Sorry I missed the
#OTtalk @DrAnneJohnsonOT @LaughingOT

Alice Hortop @LaughingOT
@GeekyOT To further empower my students to use every resource available
including their smartphones. I didn't realise there was so much resistance in
practice. I recommenv apps lots! #OTalk xx

ORCHA @OrchaHealth
RT @uk_james: @ILCDevon Do have a look at @OrchaHealth who review health
apps #OTalk

Clarissa @GeekyOT
#OTalk thought this might be of interest

Alice Hortop @LaughingOT
@AlexPalombia @DrAnneJohnsonOT They collect transcribes for 24hours after the
talk xx #OTalk

Clarissa @GeekyOT
@LaughingOT @Jade_E_OT It is! But we also work with a high level of risk. Wonder
if @Ermintrude2 has any views from her travels around the system? #OTalk

Clarissa @GeekyOT
@brockcookOT Haha genuinely wish I had the skills to make these ideas a reality!
Iʼm a long way off yet 😭 #OTalk

Alice Hortop @LaughingOT
@GeekyOT @Jade_E_OT @Ermintrude2 Its disempowering to assume staff won't
manage the risk of using a smartphone theoretically. It's just another risk
assessment as with all interventions. Xx #OTalk I once had to challenge practice on
their black or white sock rules. I often wore fun socks for rapport #OTalk

Alice Hortop @LaughingOT
@GeekyOT @Jade_E_OT @Ermintrude2 Therapeutically... spell changer at work!
Xx #OTalk
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Alice Hortop @LaughingOT
@Ermintrude2 @GeekyOT @Jade_E_OT I generally find blanket one size fits all
decisions reduce flexibility and creativity. I completely agree IT and clinicians could
be innovative together! With facial recognition and fingerprint software the
smarterphones aren't the loaded guns they used to be. Xx #OTalk

Helen OTUK @Helen_OTUK
RT @uk_james: @Zogtown @GeekyOT @Helen_OTUK @OTalk_ How was the first
#OTalk for you? Useful? Have a look at @brain_in_hand - theyʼve loads…

Jason Duckworth 🌈  @JDNursing
RT @_rachelOT: 1 week until our #OTalk on #sexwork & #OccupationalTherapy -
co-hosted by the rather brilliant @RebeccaTwinley - We hope to…

Clarissa @GeekyOT
RT @_rachelOT: 1 week until our #OTalk on #sexwork & #OccupationalTherapy -
co-hosted by the rather brilliant @RebeccaTwinley - We hope to…

Rebecca Twinley @RebeccaTwinley
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk 19th Nov 2019 Sex work and Occupational Therapy.
https://t.co/vszp2Ck3ML

ILC Devon @ILCDevon
@debbieduckie @debbieduckie thanks for your suggestion! Do you have a lot of
success with this one? #OTalk

Deb @debbieduckie
@ILCDevon I havenʼt had any feedback yet, it s̓ very new to us. The feedback from
other areas is positive. I expect if it s̓ used appropriately with good support, it
could make huge differences and is a really active self management too. #OTalk

Deb @debbieduckie
RT @OTSophie: @debbieduckie @uk_james @TheOTShow This sounds so
interesting but I wont be at @TheOTShow :(.Any chance this will be shared e…

ILC Devon @ILCDevon
@uk_james @OrchaHealth @uk_james we will have a look! We understand that
they also review these for security #OTalk

Deb @debbieduckie
@OTSophie @uk_james @TheOTShow @uk_james is leading on this bit, not sure
what the plans are for digital recording. Happy to share my knowledge and
practice. DM me and Iʼll drop you a few resources that might be useful. You could
start with @TSAVoice #OTalk

Lime Link @lime_link
RT @GeekyOT: @howell_lucy @sherlynmelody @CeeCeeOT Any podcast
recommendations while we're here? #OTalk
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💓  Emily 💓  @emilyOTstudent
RT @_rachelOT: 1 week until our #OTalk on #sexwork & #OccupationalTherapy -
co-hosted by the rather brilliant @RebeccaTwinley - We hope to…

The OT Show @TheOTShow
RT @uk_james: @SPOTeurope Weʼve 15 minute CPD workshops on the stand too
each day at 10,12 and 2pm. Certificates for those that drop by and…

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk 19th Nov 2019 Sex work and Occupational Therapy with @_rachelOT and
@RebeccaTwinley read the blog on our website here https://t.co/gxak1V2KPi

Iris Benson MBE @irisbenson100
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk 19th Nov 2019 Sex work and Occupational Therapy with
@_rachelOT and @RebeccaTwinley read the blog on our website here h…

Craig @dyspraxicot
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk 19th Nov 2019 Sex work and Occupational Therapy with
@_rachelOT and @RebeccaTwinley read the blog on our website here h…

Occupational Therapy Service @OTsDar
To understand why Autistic individuals are acting with that particular behaviour is
to understand them #Autism #OTalk https://t.co/QVLPpaEzey

Jenny Streather OT @JenStreatherOT
RT @GeekyOT: Q1) Which apps/digital technology do you already use to support
you in your work? #OTalk

Jen Gash @OTCoachUK
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk 19th Nov 2019 Sex work and Occupational Therapy with
@_rachelOT and @RebeccaTwinley read the blog on our website here h…

Sophie Maynard @SophieMaynard8
@GeekyOT Thank you! Ended up hitting the hay but will definitely be looking
through, keen to get the iPad in use on the Acute Stroke Unit #OTalk

Rachel Booth 💚  @OT_rach
Next Tuesday #OTalk is going to be an interesting one.

OT_Expert �    @OT_Expert
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk 19th Nov 2019 Sex work and Occupational Therapy with
@_rachelOT and @RebeccaTwinley read the blog on our website here h…

OT_Expert �    @OT_Expert
RT @OT_rach: Next Tuesday #OTalk is going to be an interesting one.
https://t.co/l0Ni7lmKbg
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Carolyn is an OT @CeeCeeOT
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk 19th Nov 2019 Sex work and Occupational Therapy with
@_rachelOT and @RebeccaTwinley read the blog on our website here h…

Pip Caie @PipStudentOT
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk 19th Nov 2019 Sex work and Occupational Therapy with
@_rachelOT and @RebeccaTwinley read the blog on our website here h…

Vivien Lambert @vivienlambert01
RT @brettlambert4: Weʼve recently been collaborating with this team (in thread
below) who have kindly equipped our independent living area…

Graham Walker @OT_Graham
RT @_rachelOT: 1 week until our #OTalk on #sexwork & #OccupationalTherapy -
co-hosted by the rather brilliant @RebeccaTwinley - We hope to…

Graham Walker @OT_Graham
This is gonna be one not to be missed!

#OTalk @OTalk_
Are you attending #theOTshow @TheOTShow this year? Get yourself to our
presentation Thurs 28th theatre 2B - let s̓ #OTalk about it - A practical guide to
using social media for professional development and online communities of
practice. With Our very own @Kirstie_OT and @OT_rach https://t.co/qzH3sU4i8f

Rachel Booth 💚  @OT_rach
RT @OTalk_: Are you attending #theOTshow @TheOTShow this year? Get yourself
to our presentation Thurs 28th theatre 2B - let s̓ #OTalk about…

Saffron @SaffronY14
#doyouwantabrew campaign has so far reached as far as the Falkland s̓ and over
1000 people have viewed on Facebook! I will continue you to do what I love =
engaging the “non-engagers” 💚 💚  #OccupationalTherapy
#occupationaltherapymeantalhealth #caresettings #rcot #OTalk
https://t.co/RB6vTirINu

Rachel Ravey McLoughlin @RachelRaveyMcL
RT @SaffronY14: #doyouwantabrew campaign has so far reached as far as the
Falkland s̓ and over 1000 people have viewed on Facebook! I will c…

Samantha Pywell @smileyfacehalo
RT @OTalk_: Are you attending #theOTshow @TheOTShow this year? Get yourself
to our presentation Thurs 28th theatre 2B - let s̓ #OTalk about…

Alice Hortop @LaughingOT
@GeekyOT @Jade_E_OT @Ermintrude2 You minx! Lol! Xx #OTalk
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Alice Hortop @LaughingOT
@Jade_E_OT @GeekyOT @Ermintrude2 And now you have homework! Lol! Xx
#OTalk

Alice Hortop @LaughingOT
@Ermintrude2 @Jade_E_OT @GeekyOT I wear funny knickers when I have to
behave! Lol! So I can have a little giggle about being professional on the outside
and cheeky underneath! Xx #OTalk

Alice Hortop @LaughingOT
@Jade_E_OT @Ermintrude2 @GeekyOT #OTalk if it restricts positive practice then
clients have a right for us to advocate for ongoing current risk assessments.
#OTalk xx

Saffron @SaffronY14
#smallchangebigimpact this is my #doyouwantabrew campaign- a natural and
efficient way of engaging service users 💚 💚

Sue Mesa @sue_mesa
RT @EmmaRobinsonOT: Some brill suggestions here for podcasts from tonight s̓
#OTalk chat! I try to incorporate some of these into my commute…

Emma Robinson @EmmaRobinsonOT
This is the talk Iʼm reccomending to collegues that are going to @TheOTShow �
For anyone interested in #SocialMedia @AhmadtheOT @TomG_OT & I will be
sharing our research findings on the topic 9.20am Theatre 1 🤓  Delegates to be
#SocialMedia pros by the close of play Thursday!

Sue Mesa @sue_mesa
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk 19th Nov 2019 Sex work and Occupational Therapy.
https://t.co/vszp2Ck3ML

Helen Cartwright @HellsHellsbells
RT @dianecox61: #OTalk use of video conferencing to reduce travel time for
rehabilitation for people with fatigue in rural communities- lit…

Helen Cartwright @HellsHellsbells
@chloebadger . Interesting?

Mary @maryartshealth
@Mrsbaistow @GeekyOT @teepa @OTalk_ I always use my phone in my out
patient sessions and in patient sessions as I have some go to apps that I
demonstrate to my patients and set them up to use and I also use you tube clips
that I have save to explain some of the tricky concepts in a simple way #otalk

Sarah Wilson 🌺  @sarahwilsonOT
RT @OTalk_: Are you attending #theOTshow @TheOTShow this year? Get yourself
to our presentation Thurs 28th theatre 2B - let s̓ #OTalk about…
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CD'A @agostin2_d
RT @OTalk_: Are you attending #theOTshow @TheOTShow this year? Get yourself
to our presentation Thurs 28th theatre 2B - let s̓ #OTalk about…

OT After Dark @OTAfterDark
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk 19th Nov 2019 Sex work and Occupational Therapy.
https://t.co/vszp2Ck3ML

💚 �  𝕊𝕙𝕖𝕣𝕝𝕪𝕟 � 💚  @sherlynmelody
This is interesting, if service users have a need, I wonder if a direct payment could
be set up to support this?? Controversial?? �   

Kirsty.Jones @KirstyJ26335857
RT @OTalk_: Are you attending #theOTshow @TheOTShow this year? Get yourself
to our presentation Thurs 28th theatre 2B - let s̓ #OTalk about…

Paula Otter @PaulaOtter1
@GeekyOT Sorry to miss #otalk thanks for the tweet @margaretOT360 I use
@mytherappy - fantastic resource. Have just completed a research project using
this with visitors on a stroke unit to evaluate their experiences. Also use Viatherapy
app - an algorithm to help guide upper limb rehab

Rachel OT 🌻  @_rachelOT
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk 19th Nov 2019 Sex work and Occupational Therapy with
@_rachelOT and @RebeccaTwinley read the blog on our website here h…

Sophie Maynard @SophieMaynard8
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk 19th Nov 2019 Sex work and Occupational Therapy with
@_rachelOT and @RebeccaTwinley read the blog on our website here h…

Helen OTUK @Helen_OTUK
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk 19th Nov 2019 Sex work and Occupational Therapy with
@_rachelOT and @RebeccaTwinley read the blog on our website here h…

Helen OTUK @Helen_OTUK
RT @OTalk_: Are you attending #theOTshow @TheOTShow this year? Get yourself
to our presentation Thurs 28th theatre 2B - let s̓ #OTalk about…

SWallerOT @ot_waller
@ChloeFirmstone @lisaKnott20 @RyanGibOT @MissKG_OT @koychowOT
@AnneKeatley can anyone get to this? I'm only going the Wed, might be worth
getting together and making sure we're covering as much of the programme as
poss

Rebecca Crouch, Occupational Therapist @RebeccaCrouch
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk 19th Nov 2019 Sex work and Occupational Therapy with
@_rachelOT and @RebeccaTwinley read the blog on our website here h…
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Jane Harrison-Paul @JanehVi
RT @NikkiDanielsOT: Can any of our fabulous #Otalk community help
@SimonTheOT explore Twitter, CPD and placement education? https://t.co/mB…

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
RT @OTalk_: Are you attending #theOTshow @TheOTShow this year? Get yourself
to our presentation Thurs 28th theatre 2B - let s̓ #OTalk about…

Nicola Mountain @NicolaMountain3
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk 19th Nov 2019 Sex work and Occupational Therapy.
https://t.co/vszp2Ck3ML

Linda Renton @LindaRenton
RT @OTalk_: Are you attending #theOTshow @TheOTShow this year? Get yourself
to our presentation Thurs 28th theatre 2B - let s̓ #OTalk about…
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